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Pindify Experience
Service
Our direct-to-consumer market service will empower
relationships, provide revenue and nurture the very
premise of what the arts & media are. Blockchain will
secure identity, authority, trusted payments,
ownership and user rights. Pindify is not just another
evolutionary social network, but a revolutionary
marketplace for all providers of the arts & media.
Pindify’s goal is to ensure all of our Providers earn a
good and decent monthly revenue from their
Subscribers.

Product
The Pindify product is an innovative Market Network System,
combining the best of marketplaces, social networks and
portfolios to address the needs of tomorrow’s Providers and
Subscribers of arts & media. Benefits include delegation of
direct subscriptions, facilitating shared ownership of rights
and protections, curating content and payments made and
secured.Pindify acquires 9% of all subscription and 40% of
total membership fee as revenue..

Blockchain
Pindify uses blockchain technology and smart
contracts can ensure user verification, registration
and certification of copyrights and intellectual
property, payments, and transactions, by offering
a transparent and innovative online marketplace.
By collaborating with our blockchain services to
create our own secured blockchain, Pindify can
offer miners to connect the truths from owners,
rights and wallets.

Clients
Providers such as creators (musicians/writers/creatives),
influencers (radio/magazines) and businesses (labels/
publishers) within the arts & media sector, can access and
pursue opportunities through Pindify that are outside traditional
promotional and distribution channels, available elsewhere
today. Pindify incentivises Ambassadors to invite their network
of clients, by giving them a portion of the membership fee to
invite clients (Providers) and a small percentage from their
invited clients’ customers (Subscribers).

The Music Arts & Media Market
Connecting Creative Artsits with Supporters

Pindify Token Sale

Proof of Concept

Tokens Issued

Providers such as creators (musicians/writers/creatives),

Two hundred million +

Pindify has been in live beta since 2016 with a fullstack

Thirty fve million for bonuses

service and a responsive web at:

(200,000,000 + 35,000,000)

Pindify.com: https://www.pindify.com

Minimum Investment

Dates

Minimum purchase is 1 ETH. There is no maximum or
limitation on the number of Pindex Tokens a participant can

Start date: 20th of October 2017

purchase.

End date: 20th of January 2018
Subject to change

1st block: 1 ETH. Receive 1200 Pindex plus 25% bonus

Bonuses

3rd block: 1 ETH. Receive 800 Pindex plus 15% bonus

2nd block:1 ETH. Receive 1000 Pindex plus 20% bonus
4th block: 1 ETH. Receive 600 Pindex plus 10% bonus

There are four blocks of Tokens:

Exchanges

There are 50 million tokens in each block.
1st Block: 25% Bonus Tokens

Planned Exchanges TBA:

2nd Block: 20% Bonus Tokens
3rd Block: 15% Bonus Tokens
4th Block: 10% Bonus Tokens

How to buy Pindex Token
Information…
Pindex tokens are available exclusively,

Token Distribution

via Ethereum block chain / smart contracts.
Visit: https://pindex.uci.global

Tokens are distributed within 36 hours after purchase

Apps

Utility

AppStore: http://apple.co/2eKE3mo

Pindex token holders have the right to use their tokens for

(https://itunes.apple.com/bb/app/pindify/id1030833719)

subscription packages with Pindify.

GooglePlay: http://bit.ly/2wMzYcd

Year 1. 10% of subscription cost can be paid using Pindex

(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pindify.app)

Year 2. 30%
Year 3. 50%
Year 4. 70%

Websites

Year 5. 90%

Token Sales Page: https://pindex.uci.global

Allocations

Pindify Platform: https://www.Pindify.com
ICO Management: https://uci.global

* Development: 2%
* Scaling: 85%
* Marketing: 3%
* Reserve: 10%

Roadmap

Bounty

2ND BLOCK

3RD BLOCK

20% BONUS

15% BONUS
4TH BLOCK
10% BONUS

35,000,000
PDI TOKEN
IN BONUSES

1ST BLOCK
25% BLOCK

Team

Christoffer Bolinder Wallin
Chief Executive Office

Tomas Wallin
Chief Financial Officer

Johan Lindgren
Chief Operation officer

Pindify was founded by artist, economist

Tomas is in charge of Pindify’s business

Former product manager at the US record

and developer Christoffer Wallin in 2011 as

administration and all financials. Tomas is a

company MCA’s Swedish office in the early

Jamclouds. Between 2007 and 2011,

serial-entrepreneur. He has started and

1990s. MCA then became Universal Music,

Christoffer served as a Developer and

operated several companies in Europe, the

where the role of Marketing Director topped

Project manager at BTS; a global leader in

US and the far East. Tomas has corporate

a 17-year-long victory. After a few years as

building strategy alignment and execution

industry experience that ranges from

a consultant in the music industry, 5 years

through the use of business simulations

Telecommunications, Broadcast Media,

was spent as the marketing director at Sony

and experiential learning programs for blue

Hotels, Travel Industry, Accounting Services

Music. Now he has just assumed the role of

chip companies worldwide. Christoffer is an

through to Construction.

General Manager at our digital marketplace

active musician, prolific songwriter, and

Pindify. Johan’s enormous network of

previously a lead singer for five different

labels, publishers, artists, producers and

rock bands. In 2004, he received his

media is a true driver for Pindify’s future

Bachelor’s degree in Economics with

relations.

Honors of Highest Distinction from
University of Utah and minored in Business
Marketing at David Eccles School of
Business. In 2000, he received the Green
Beret from the Swedish Airborne Rangers,
K3.

Pavlo Shabat
Chief Technical Officer

Mathias Mattsson
Chief Design Officer

Pavlo is leading our growing development

Sara Öhman
Chief Social Officer

Mathias spent 5 years working at the

team and managing the rollout of our web

Sarah is in charge of our clients’ digital

reputable advertising agency DDB. Prior to

and mobile applications and c ustomized IT

communication strategies such as content

that he was Head of Communicative Design

infrastructure. He has over 17 years

marketing, social media & community

at Eton, a leading global shirtmaker. He has

experience in web development and

management, e-mail marketing and

also been the Director of Design at Grau

systems integration, leading teams in major

newsletter tactics. Owner of one of

Design Agency in Stockholm, that creates

tech industries such as e-commerce with

Swedens most popular blog about social

exciting and useful design solutions for

companies like Shopify. Pavlo manages a

media. Former Brand activation manager of

clients such as SEB, Vattenfall, Bukowskis,

specialised IT team consisting of 4 senior

Sportamore and Zaark. She truly makes

Swedavia and Storytel. We are amazed by

Ruby developers, 1 QA/Project Manager, 2

social media efficient.

the extensive digital design and attention to

iOS and 2 Android developers, 1 UI/layout

detail Mathias has infused into Pindify’s

and 1 designer, with additional developers

products, which align perfectly with the

close by, ready to scale up.

services we are offering the market.

Oskar Gillström
Chief Commercial officer

Mikael Friberg
Chief Marketing Officer

Sebastian Uddén
Chief Investment Officer

Oskar’s expertise spans a broad spectrum

Being the Creative Director at Svenska Spel

After completing his studies at KTH in 1999, has

of executive sales meetings, conferences

(the largest games & entertainment

Sebastian worked in sales and business

and event production. He is experienced in

gambling company in Sweden) and having

development within the financial industry. His

organising events for governments and

his own operations, RAF and then Grand,

career over the years has been founder of Nordic

companies across the globe. Oskar joined

since 1985. Micke first graduated from

Cross Managment, Senior Sales at Catella Fund

Pindify in 2015 after foreseeing the

Bergh’s School of Communication, and

Management and Senior VP of Auda Advisor

immense possibilities of building a powerful

became a respected senior adviser in

Associates. Sebastian has the knowledge and

international sales group of General Agents

marketing departments at companies

experience of most asset classes. Sebastian’s

and Ambassadors for Pindify.

around the world. Today Pindify has the

experience is a perfect fit for Pindify’s alternative

great privilege of having Micke formalizing

investment oppertuneties.

Pindify’s marketing strategy and
strengthening our brand to create and a
clear roadmap forward for our clients and
their customers.

FAQ

Is there an ICO pre-sale for Pindex?
There is a soft launch pre-sale for invited, private networks. The pre-sale starts on October 1st, 2017.

How can I participate?
Click on the PINDIFY ROCKS INVEST NOW button and follow the steps.

How are funds from the ICO going to be used?
As Pindify is already an operational company and the platform is live, all money raised by selling tokens is
utilized immediately and without restriction for the continued development, scaling up and growth of the
project globally. Please see the fund allocations indications on the token sales page and the white paper.

How long does it take to receive my tokens?
We aim to distribute the tokens within 36 hours after purchase. This means that you could receive your
tokens within 1 hour or up to 36 hours depending on the queue at the time of your purchase.

Will Pindify have a counter measure against possible dumping?
Pindify will have a structure for “buy support” to offset dumping up to a certain limit. Pindify will set aside
up to 15% of the funds for ‘’buy support’’.

How many tokens will be made available in total?
255 million tokens will be made available in total.
200 million tokens will be made available for sale.
35 million tokens will be allocated for bonuses.
20 million tokens will be allocated to the Pindify management team with a lock-in period of 12 months.

What will be the token price and bonuses during the ICO?
Minimum purchase is 1 ETH. There is no maximum or limitation on the number of Pindex Tokens a
participant can purchase.
Each block of 50 million tokens will have bonus tokens awarded.
1st block: Minimum purchase: 1 ETH. Receive 1200 Pindex plus 25% bonus
2nd block: Minimum purchase: 1 ETH. Receive 1000 Pindex plus 20% bonus
3rd block: Minimum purchase: 1 ETH. Receive 800 Pindex plus 15% bonus
4th block: Minimum purchase: 1 ETH. Receive 600 Pindex plus 10% bonus

Are funds withheld until milestones are reached?
No. All money collected is put to work immediately. Pindify has already surpassed the proof of concept
phase and is in the scaling up, rapid growth phase now. Having milestones or restrictions on a project in
this period of growth is counterproductive to the project.

Are there any limits or restrictions during the pre-sale?
There are no limits or restrictions.

What will happen to any unsold tokens at the end of the ICO?
Any unsold tokens at the end of the ICO will be held by Pindify for 36 months.

Will Pindify issue more tokens in later stages?
Pindify has no plans to issue more tokens or conduct a 2nd round ICO.

Where and when can I sell my tokens?
Pindify will aim to list the tokens on at least one major exchange platform ASAP after the ICO ends.

Getting Started

How To Buy Pindex Tokens
If you are new to ICOs or have never purchased any crypto currency, please click on the link below and
follow the steps to get started.

Getting Started
If you already have Ethereum or when you do have Ethereum and are ready to purchase Pindex Tokens,
follow the steps below.
Step 1: Go to www.myetherwallet.com and create a new account.
Step 2: Transfer the amount of Ethereum you want to use to buy
Pindex Tokens to your myetherwallet account.
Step 3: When you have the Ethereum in your myetherwallet, transfer the amount of
Ethereum you want to use to buy Pindex Tokens to the wallet address below:
0xeA0aB3f0D6CAab010DF460f20C9D93e551683bE3
Step 4: Send the TRANSACTION ID to pindex@uci.global

Receiving your Pindex Tokens
When the ICO ends, you will receive your Pindex Tokens within 4 weeks. The tokens will ONLY be
transferred to your myetherwallet. You will need to do a small set up process to receive and see your
tokens. Go to your myetherwallet and click "Add Custom Token" and enter the details below into the fields
you will see.
Contract Address:
0xC50948bac01116F246259070Ea6084C04649efDF
Token Symbol:
PDI
Decimals:
6
IMPORTANT:
ONLY USE YOUR MYETHERWALLET TO BUY PINDEX TOKENS.
DO NOT SEND US ETHEREUM FROM ANY OTHER WALLET.
WARNING:
IF YOU SEND ETHEREUM TO OUR ADDRESS FROM ANY OTHER
WALLET, YOUR PURCHASE MAY NOT BE COMPLETED AND
YOU MAY NOT RECEIVE YOUR TOKENS.

Funding Allocations

85%

Scaling

10%

3%

Reserve

Marketing
Token distribution:

80% of tokens are made available to the public with no restrictions.
20% retained by pindify for internal distribution with a 12 months lock-in period.

White paper

https://pindex.uci.global/WhitePaper.pdf
Crowdsale

https://pindex.uci.global/
Contact

pindex@uci.global

Legal information
Company Name: Pindify Sarl
Company Address: 117 Val des Bons-Malades,
L-2121 Luxembourg
Trade Registry Number: B172939

2%

Development

